Miss Niemeyer’s  3rd Grade Newsletter
             Our Home and School Connection
10.4.12
Eye See a Simile
The students learned similes this week and had fun comparing themselves to an object using like or as. 
The students are on the “look out” during silent reading for similes. If they find one while reading they get a chocolate eyeball as a treat! 
SCIENCE
Students were up and out of their seats exploring with lima beans. It is amazing what a magnifying lens can do to the atmosphere of the room. 
Spelling
Words
fancy
	lovely
story
party
carry
penny
monkey
city
very
any
	angry

goofy
ugly
slippery
toasty


Common Misspelled Words:

Five words form the complete list of Commonly Misspelled words will be retested. 

(Since it is almost the end of the first quarter) 

Field Trip was a success! The third graders had great time learning out of the classroom for the day. 

A big thank you to our class chaperones! 
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Next Week
Monday- no school
Friday- Freckle Juice Test
              Spelling Test
              Reading Log due
Commonly Misspelled Word List
Next week there will be a commonly misspelled word test over all the words from first quarter

great   bring  because  can  could  coming feel  like  really  said  they  them  use  very what  want  was  some  learn  a lot  does  any

Pizza Hut: Book it
The students who fulfill the reading log requirements each month will receive a pizza certificate for their hard work!
Class Website
www.niemeyernews.weebly.com

Novel Study
Freckle Juice by Judy Blume

Next week, we will explore our second class novel in reading. 
The students will be challenged to complete comprehension questions about the chapter to monitor their understanding Also, they will be responsible to take their books home each night to assist their reading homework and readings. 

To achieve reading success, sit next to your child when they come home next week with their novel. Take turns reading paragraphs in the chapter book and discuss what is happening while they are reading. They will really enjoy the special time with you. 
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